
Due to coronavirus 
restrictions, the 
monthly in-person 
meetings of the SVSA 
have been cancelled.

Normally, meetings 
are held on the 
fourth Wednesday 
of the month at the 
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Jefferson Center in 
Roanoke VA at 7:30 p.m. 
and end when the last 
song critique is finished, 
or at 10:30 p.m., 
whichever comes first.

The next virtual on-
line live meeting will be 
Wednesday April 28 at 

7:00 p.m. Check your 
inbox for SVSA emails 
containing the latest 
info on deadlines for 
submitting songs and 
lyrics.

Keep safe and keep 
writing songs!
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SVSA
MUSIC NEWS

by Celie Holmes
and Mike DeGiorgi

Editor’s Note: Celie Holmes and 
Mike DeGiorgi recently wrote a 
tune together and agreed to talk 
about their collaboration by co-
writing this article. Neither was 
harmed during the process.

Q: How did you decide where to 
start?
Celie: Mike asked if I’d want to 

work on a co-writing project for 
which he already had a general idea 
and title. We decided I would start 
on the music by working with that 
title and he’d work up a verse or 
two for us to review. Since we knew 

the title wasn’t going to change and 
that it would come at the end of a 
verse or chorus, it made sense to 
come up with a melodic motif for 
it. We started there and worked 
backwards.

Mike: That’s exactly the way it 
went down! I wanted to approach 
Celie with the idea because I 
thought our styles would be 
compatible and she’d be a lot of fun 
to work with.

Q: What (if any) ground rules 
were established?
Celie: Rules? There are no 

rules in music creation – ha! Well 

ceLIe
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F e A T U R e  A R T I c L e continued from page 1

seriously, it’s nice to work with 
someone who you’re already 
familiar with personality-wise, 
and who has a similar work-
ethic. We seemed to click in that 
way.

Mike: Some ground rules 
seemed to be intuitively 
understood and accepted by 
both of us. I didn’t have any 
preconceived notions about 
anything other than the title and 
that it could make a nice refrain. 
So, neither of us had an agenda. 
From the beginning, there was 
a lot of respect and openness 
toward each other’s ideas.

Q: How did you go about 
working together once you 
got started?

Celie: At our initial Zoom 
meeting we set goals, though no 
deadlines. Since we were both 
expecting something from the 
other I think maybe it made us 
work faster. After that meeting 
we communicated frequently 
via e-mail, Zoom, and phone, 
providing feedback and notes 
to each other on lyrics, overall 
story, and harmonic structure. 
Mike came up with some really 
cool chord voicing up high 
on the fret board I wouldn’t 
have thought of, which helped 
broaden my view of the entire 
arrangement. 

Mike: Celie has a great 
instinct for melody, so I felt 
great about her taking the lead 
on that. Her refrain melody 
and partial verse melody was 
immediately intriguing to me 
and I was eager to build on 
those melodic ideas. I initiated 
the lyric writing, but there was 

so much back and forth I soon Iost 
track of who came up with what 
line. There was a lot of healthy 
tweaking. We often realized 
simultaneously when something 
was amiss in the tune and quickly 
worked to fix it.

Q: How did you handle any 
disagreements or concerns 
around how the song was 
taking shape?

Celie: We had some opposite 
ideas from time to time but 
nothing that I would say was a 
disagreement. Anything that didn’t 
feel true to the song got a long hard 
look and nixed if it wasn’t working.

Mike: Agree 100%. We weren’t 
in competition. Each pass through 
lyrics/melody seemed to improve 
on what came before it. We focused 
on what best served the song.

Q: What did you particularly 
appreciate about your writing 
partner?

Celie: Mike works so hard, it’s 
really energizing. I also appreciated 

his openness, non-judgmental 
listening skills, and the way 
he can explain things in a very 
specific way. 

Mike: Well, Celie works just 
as hard and even faster! That 
turned out to be a huge deal 
to me because it kept me from 
jumping ahead too soon. I have 
always appreciated Celie’s vocals 
and sense of melody and (after 
some initial stumbles) I found 
myself wanting to write lyrics 
specifically for her voice and 
viewpoint.

Q: Along the way, what did you 
learn about yourself as a 
songwriter?

Celie: This sounds corny: 
I had an epiphany! I realized 
songwriting is so much easier 
if I don’t invest my soul into 
the song. Instead I came to 
this project as though it were a 
highly-valued job. This allowed 
me to enjoy the back-and-forth 

See Feature Article, page 3
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F e A T U R e  A R T I c L e continued from page 2

and editing, re-editing, tweaking, 
erasing, re-doing and re-re-
editing. I learned that I can try 
something and if it doesn’t work, 
that’s okay. 

Mike: I have a similar 
response. I fall in love with 
every song I write and it can 
take a jackhammer to get me to 
budge on changing or giving up 
something I’ve invested a lot of 
myself in. Breaking up is hard to 
do! The quick exchanges of ideas 
and constant forward momentum 
with Celie, kept that from 

happening. I also learned the value 
of early feedback. Our spouses gave 
us some early and much needed 

“From the beginning, 
there was a lot 
of respect and 

openness toward 
each other’s ideas.”

criticism. At one point, we thought 
we had lost our connection to our 
title/refrain and Ashley Lucas 
(who actually threatened to die if 

we didn’t follow her suggestion) 
gave us a great idea that we jumped 
on to get back on course.

Q: If you write together again, 
will you approach anything 
differently?

Celie: I can’t think of anything 
I’d change, and perhaps we’ll see 
soon!

Mike: I’d write with Celie 
again in a heartbeat! I suspect we 
would do whatever we had to do 
differently, if we both thought it 
would lead to a better tune.

The SVSA would like to congratulate newlyweds Julie Borden and Josh Kinn. (Photo by Kaytlin Lane.)
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May SVSA meeting to be outside and in person!
by Mollye Otis

Next month’s meeting will be on 
Saturday, May 22 from noon–3:00 
p.m.

We will meet at the shelter 
in Larry Helms’ neighborhood, 
on the left across from 1240 and 
1250 Windridge Parkway, just 
before the cul de sac. There is a 
gravel lot, a grassy area, and plenty 
of room to park. (Take Route 116 
to Windridge. Complete directions 
will be forthcoming in the next few 
weeks in your e-mail in-box.) 

It’s called Windy for a reason; 
because the view is breathtaking! 
No really, bring a jacket just in case. 
It is cooler up there.

Bring a folding chair.
Bring some snacks to share and 

your own drinks. 
There are picnic tables under 

the shelter plus it has a good 
strong acoustic sound. So bring 
your guitars and ukes, spoons, 
harmonica, drums, and whatever 
else (bagpipes?) and let’s make 
some music! (There are no 
electrical outlets or speakers there, 
however.)

If you are concerned about 
social distancing, there’s plenty of 

area outdoors to spread out. By 
this time, most of us are probably 
feeling safer and are vaccinated. 
But no one need feel any risk where 
we are meeting; feel free to wear 

a mask and stay safely distanced. 
If you’re playing under the shelter, 
others can give you space.

In the event of rain and 
cancellation, I will notify everyone 
at the earliest possible time. You’ll 
hear from me the night before if 

there’s a high chance of showers, 
and no later than 9:00 a.m. Saturday 
if I’m hedging bets. 

In the event of cancellation, we 
will hold our meeting as usual on 
Wednesday, May 26 on Zoom. 

If you wish to submit a song 
for feedback in May, you can still 
e-mail the group and some folks 
will respond. We won’t be doing 
feedback sessions on Windy Gap 
Mountain. 

People are asking when indoor 
in-person meetings will resume. 
The SVSA Board is keeping a 
close watch on public health 
developments and will make a 
decision when it’s safe to return to 
the Jefferson Center.

We have reserved a meeting 
space for late summer and fall, 
but will hold off making an official 
statement until the decision is 
made. 

It’s about time we had some 
fun! It will be so good to see each 
other again and get acquainted with 
some new folks too. Hope to see you 
Saturday, May 22 at the shelter on 
Windy Gap Mountain!

Cheers to all,
Mollye

President’s 
Message

MOLLYe OTIS

Next SVSA Zoom meeting this Wednesday, Apr 28 
SVSA members will gather in the Zoom Room at 

7:00 p.m. this coming Wednesday, April 28. Check 
your in-box for the Zoom permission link. Just click on 
the link at the time of the meeting to participate. You 
can use a smart phone, tablet, or desktop computer.

We’ll welcome to this meeting new member 
Forrest Baldwin, who is the inaugural figure in this 
issue’s “New Member Spotlight” article on page 7.

To submit songs and lyrics (recordings only; live 
performances don’t work well on Zoom), do this:

• Use the SVSA Google groups e-mail address 
to send your lyrics (in the form of a PDF or a Word 
Document, not in the body of the e-mail) and mp3 

files. Send them in the same e-mail if possible. Include 
“#Feedback” in the subject line. Send them no later 
than noon on Tuesday, April 27. 

• Print out the lyrics that you receive so that you 
can add comments during the discussion.

• Then, e-mail your critique notes back to the 
songwriter. You can summarize in the text of the 
e-mail or take a picture of the lyric sheet and e-mail it 
back to the songwriter.

We’ll see you all in cyberspace again this 
Wednesday! #feedback in the subject line with your 
title so it’s easy to search for your submission.

See you Wednesday!
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The SVSA Music News functions for members 
in many ways. One of the most overlooked 
is the free classifieds section.

There are two restrictions: One is that all 
classifieds must be music-related; the other 
is that classified ads may be submitted by 
paid members only. And that’s it!

Remember: An ad is much more successful 
when accompanied by a clear photo and 
a complete and detailed description. The 
ad must contain a working e-mail or cell 
number. The SVSA Music News will not 
forward ad enquiries.

Take advantage of this free service now. 
Classifieds will run monthly until pulled by 
the person who submits the ad.

Members, e-mail your classifieds to svsa.
songwriters@gmail.com or amosflame@
aol.com. 

The SVSA would like to send out a happy 
and sweet 16th birthday wish to its youngest 
member, Alice Black. 

SAVE THE

DATES!
Justina Shandler Songwriting Workshop

Sunday, August 15 and Sunday, August 22 from 
1:00 - 3:00 p.m. on Zoom.

Further details and registration information 
will be forthcoming in the newsletter and by 
GoogleGroup e-mail announcement.

Stay tuned! And on key. 
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The SVSA is proud to 
feature the exceptional 
work of its writers. We 
invite you to examine 
this one. Enjoy!

A BRIEF BIOGRAPHY

Mike Franké plays mostly blues-oriented Americana, 
mostly finger-style. Do You Have Any Questions is a bit of 
a departure from that. Mike has one CD to his name, and 
is long overdue for another. There’s plenty of material in the 
backlog – with a lot of material about aging and approaching 
death. Really upbeat stuff.

Mike works in technology, and in his spare time he 
practices Yoga and Aikido, tends chickens, grows his hair, 
runs the SVSA web site, and helps his wife, Linda, care for 
her 86-year-old mother and her 99-year-old aunt, both of 
which live with them at home. There’s also a son, Tucker, 
turning 20 in June, currently in college in Fredericksburg VA. 
The daughter, Mia, also 19, lives at home and also helps care 

DO YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS
by Mike Franké

HOW I WROTE IT

We lost my Dad and his twin brother within ten days of 
each other last July. Cancer took them both, in different but 
similar ways. It was a great blow to the family, especially after 
suffering the loss of my mom and my aunt not long before 
that. But it seemed entirely fitting to everyone in the family 
that the twins went on their way pretty much together – like 
they did everything else.

My Dad was the last to go, and was suffering with his 
disease, knowing he didn’t have long to live. He was sitting in 
his spot on the couch. I was sitting on the other couch. That’s 
when he handed me the title of the song. His last gift to me.

The song is a fairly accurate story of how he and my 
uncle survived the end of WWII and eventually immigrated to 
the U.S. I’ve heard these stories many times. There’s so much 
more to them, as well – like the fact that there was another 
younger brother that they had to leave behind, and how my 
mom and my dad later found out that they had crossed paths 
years before they actually met each other, both watching the 
same hospital ship being bombed in a harbor. Really enough 
for a movie screenplay.

When I write, I don’t always have a really clear idea of 
what I’m going to write about – usually I have some idea, but 
there’s a lot of room for that idea to evolve. In this case, the 
idea was pretty much set. I wanted a journalistic account, 
and I wanted to convey the overall sentiment of a proud, 
simple family man who did the best he could. I felt a great 
sense of responsibility to try and get it right. This couldn’t be 
a throwaway.

The song is a bit odd, structurally. It’s basically a bunch 
of verses, but there’s a refrain of sorts at the start that repeats 
at the end. Originally that was supposed to be a repeating 
chorus, but it was too much. Also, I played with the structure 
throughout, adding small changes like some breaks when it 
felt right, and going to the minor in a couple of places.

My Dad never heard this song. My cousin says it’s the 
best I’ve ever written.

MIKe FRANKe 

See Bio, page 7
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SVSA NEW MEMBER

SPOTLIGHT

B I O
continued from page 6

for the elders, as well as the four 
dogs and two cats. She starts 
school locally in the fall.

Mike’s most recent labor of 
love is aimed at improving the way 
we have conversations. Check it 
out at understandingonpurpose.
com.

Check out Mike’s music site 
– also due for an overhaul – at 
mikefrankemusic.com, and 
rough cuts of a bunch of that song 
backlog at soundcloud.com/
mikefrankemusic.

My name is 
Forrest Baldwin, I 
am originally from 
Cherokee NC.

I’ve studied music 
both formally and 
informally since I 
was 13 (now 30) and 
have written poetry 
and songs since 
discovering a guitar.

I graduated from 
Franklin County High 
School and went on 
to attend Berklee 
College of Music as a 
performance major 
with an emphasis on 
songwriting in 2009.

I am now working towards a major in Music Production and 
Engineering from Berklee Online and continue to write passionately 
as ever. I’ve released two studio albums and toured extensively as an 
independent artist throughout my twenties. 

I am a full-time father, husband, and I work as a sales manager 
for Cellular Sales Service Group. In my down time, I operate a small 
business and work as a consultant and producer to other independent 
artists who look to further their art and career.

I look forward to meeting you all and continuing to grow as an 
artist and songwriter. 

You can listen to my live studio album “God, Guns, and Firewater“ 
Here: https://music.apple.com/us/artist/forrest-baldwin/630139568

Name that 
chord!
by Celie Holmes

Ever play a really nifty sounding 
chord on your guitar and can’t come 
up with a complete “name” for it? I 
recently came across this cool online 
app that has been super helpful for 
me. It provides one or more naming 
schemes for chords that you denote 
by clicking on a virtual fretboard. 
Check it out: https://www.guitar-
chord-finder.com/?analyzer=on

Next Zoom Room meeting is Wednesday, 
April 28. Check your e-mail for info.
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Long-time SVSA member Marc Baskind 
celebrated his most recent birthday with a gig 
at Montano’s in Roanoke VA. (Photo by Willow 
Rosenblatt.)

Former SVSA President Steve Clark finished 
third in his age category in Roanoke VA’s recent 2021 
Anthem Star 10K. Steve continues to stay in shape 
and serves as an inspiration to us all.

Steve said, “I’ve been rehabbing a knee for most 
of the last year so this is very satisfying, especially the 
pace of 10:02/mile. I ran the half-marathon version of 
this course in 2019. For that race, my pace was 10:46/
mile – I suppose I was trying to save some for the last 
half which seemed more grueling than the first half.

“The Mill Mountain climb is about 780 feet over a 
bit under three miles. I was eight minutes behind first 
place (in my age group), 1:51 behind second, and 49 
seconds ahead of fourth.”

Clark places third in run
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The Back Porch
Bill Stanton © 2020

Freezing cold time to go home
Well after midnight, time to be 

alone
Gear stored in the back of my car
The ride back home ... just follow 

that star
CHORUS

There is nothing like the quiet 
of this time

The gentle satisfaction of a gig 
that went fine

So lovely these moments right 
now

So filled with peace that 
sometimes time does not 
allow

The audience tonight was really 
fine

They often sang along with words 
that were mine

Sometimes they laughed at what 
I had to say

Those memories in the songs that 
never fade away

CHORUS
These days I live for moments 

like this
So lovely to remember like a 

beautiful kiss
Never let these moments drift 

away
I’ll hold them in my heart where 

they’ll forever stay
CHORUS

by Bill Stanton
About two 

years ago, I 
came across a 
really striking 
Mike Franké 
photograph 
right here in the 
SVSA Music News 

newsletter that focused on Mike’s 
p.a. and instruments packed neatly 
in the back of his car ready to be 
driven home after a gig.

Right under the photograph 
were the words Freezing cold, time 
to go home / Gear stored in the back 
of my car.

 About a week before I saw that 
photograph, I had driven out to 
Buchanan VA in a driving downpour 
to play a gig at a coffeehouse called 
The Back Porch.

The minister who scheduled 

A photograph, a few words, and a song
shows at The Back Porch couldn’t 
stop apologizing for the awful 
weather. He said he hoped I 
wouldn’t be disappointed if there 
wasn’t much of a crowd.

As it turned out, more than 
20 people showed up and, trust 
me, those 20 plus people were 
expecting to be entertained. They 
were the most sensitive and 
responsive audience I could have 
hoped for.

 Anyway back to Mike’s 
photograph ... Somehow that image, 
those words, and the audience 
at The Back Porch became the 
inspiration for a song that I’m 
bringing to this month’s SVSA Zoom 
session.

The song is entitled The Back 
Porch and it tries to capture the 
tremendous satisfaction that 
follows a truly wonderful gig.

Reprinted from January 2019 SVSA Music News

Editor’s Note: Our friend Bill 
Stanton has been absent for 
quite a while dealing with some 
serious health issues. It’s great 
to have him back in these pages, 
rarin’ to go, and contributing as 
always.
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Here’s the SVSA’s pre-eminent hiker Barbara Martin at Paulo Duro Canyon State Park in west Texas 
earlier this month. Barbara says, “It’s an incredible place – but who ever thought it would be so cold 
here! It was down in the 20s last night. I was shivering in my sleeping bag. I finally got up at sunrise, 
packed up, got into the car, and turned the heat way up!”

This blast from the past depicts SVSAers Josh Jones and Kathy Acosta doing some vocal 
work on Josh’s 2014 CD Pacing The Moon. The two are at Josh’s home studio.
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NEWS & NOTES FROM

3RD STREET 
COFFEEHOUSE
by Bob Schmucker

When 3rd Street Coffeehouse 
is able to reopen its doors to the 
public, we will offer free WiFi – 
courtesy of Cox Communications 
– if you have a home account 
through Cox.

3rd Street Coffeehouse is 

offering sponsorship opportunities!  
See the last issue of the SVSA 
Music News or check 3rd Street’s 
Facebook page for more details.

Our Tuesday Tunes series 
has raised $16,498 so far. That 
adds up to 82,490 meals for the 

needy.) Major love to all the SVSA 
performers who have contributed 
their time and talents.

This Tuesday (4/27) will be 
guest hosted by JoJo Stockton 
and Stuart Brown (Solacoustix 
Duo).

A huge shoutout of thanks 
and appreciation to SVSA 
Treasurer David McWilliams who 
has provided great support this 
past year as 3rd Street’s off-site 
sound engineer. We receive a lot 
of compliments for the quality 
of the sound on our Facebook 
LiveStreams and David is the guy 
who makes that happen!

3rd Street Coffeehouse is 
negotiating to lease the Elmwood 
Park amphitheater for our 
summer and fall shows if COVID 
restrictions stay in place. (Pick 
your jaws up off the floor – that’s 
just a late April Fools joke.)

On a personal note, I’ve been 
invited to play at the 2021 Lyrics 
On The Lake Songwriter Festival at 
Smith Mountain Lake. The festival 
runs June 23-27 at various venues 
around the lake and is a fund-
raiser for the Children’s Miracle 
Network. Lyrics On The Lake is the 
East Coast’s largest songwriter’s 
festival featuring over 35 writers at 
12 venues.
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LOCAL, REGIONAL
OPEN MICS

We’ll be right back after a vaccine from our doctors ...

Most – if not all – local and regional open mics have shut down due to 
coronavirus concerns so the SVSA will follow suit and stand down 
from posting our two-page who, what, where, and when of open 
mics. We all look forward to the better days ahead but for now, better 
safe than sorry.

3rd Street Coffeehouse will continue its Friday 
night shows on Facebook via live streaming
Responding to the Coronavirus pandemic, 3rd Street 
Coffeehouse transitioned to high-tech digital live streaming. 
Friday night performances are continuing at 7:30 p.m. and 
originate from the 3rd Street Facebook site. Viewers may watch 
for free and there are virtual “hat” options for tips. Please check 
the 3rd Street Coffeehouse Facebook page for the latest info, 
updates, schedule changes, and performer announcements.

Tuesday Tunes for Feeding Southwest Virginia

Apr 27 ..........................JoJo Stockton & Stuart Brown
(Solacoustix Duo)

May 04 ..................................................The Thrillbillyz
May 11 ....................................................... Laura Pole
May 18 ...................................................... My RagTop
June 08 ...............................................Hoppie Vaughn

Friday Night Facebook Livestream Stage
Date	 Feature	Act	........................................ Opening	Act
04/30	 Claudia	Nygaard	................................... David	Burchfield
04/07	 The	Davis-Bradley	Duo	.......................Betsy	Biesenbach	

with	Marybeth	Chaconas

3rd Thursday Facebook Zoom Public Open Mic

May 20  ...... hosted by Jim Page and Bob Schmucker
Jun 17  ......hosted by Jim Page and Bob Schmucker
July 15  ......hosted by Jim Page and Bob Schmucker

SVSA Performing Members’ Upcoming Gigs
Since the Coronavirus pandemic has pretty 
much shut down live-in-person performances, 
there will be a dearth of listings in this section 
of the SVSA Music News for the foreseeable 

future. However, should any opportunities arise 
for SVSA members to perform, particularly via 
internet live streaming, we will try to list them 
along with as much information as is available.
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INTRODUCTION TO PART THREE

This pandemic isolation has compelled me to look 
more closely at what and how I play, and it’s made a 
difference. So I pass it on for what it’s worth. If you’re 
already adept in jazz, extended chords, and fairly 
advanced theory, there’s likely little here for you. This 
is geared to those of us who typically write songs with 
three, four, or five chords, almost all major and minor. 
I’m assuming familiarity with such things as a I, IV, vi, V 
progression.

While I’ve tried not to go too deeply into theory, I 
don’t think choices can be expanded without knowing a 
fair amount of it. My aim is to cover ideas that can be 
extrapolated for use in a variety of settings and keys. Off-
putting as it may seem at the outset, learning scales all 
the way up the neck is a significant part of this guide. 

I’d like to hit a Goldilocks mean here by presenting a 
condensation of a lot of material I’ve processed over the 
last year. I’ve found too many videos that present tidbits 
without context and too many with too much information 
without context.

There aren’t shortcuts to getting good, but there is 
the possibility of avoiding long-cuts that teach one-offs 
in this or that. I’ve begun to understand what’s core in 
using the guitar as a means of expression, and the core is 
focused on those things that apply across the board (both 
fretboard and the board of music).

If you can’t stand the prospect of mastering the neck, 
there’s little reason to read on, because that’s core.

Welcome to the third installment. My suspicion is that 
no one is still reading — this is tedious stuff. But David 
needs it to fill space. so ….

EXPANDING

SOUND
CHOICES

LARRY HeLMS

TOPIC THREE:
THE MAJOR PENTATONIC SCALE IS THE 
MINOR PENTATONIC SCALE, TOO

Just as with the major grid, the minor grid can be 
combined with the CAGED pentatonic scales and can 
be manipulated by backtracking. You might object that 
we’ve only covered the CAGED major pentatonic forms. 
But any major pentatonic is also the minor pentatonic 
of the relative minor key. You just start three frets lower 
and play the same notes as the major pentatonic. The E 
major pentatonic we already covered is also the minor 
pentatonic scale of C# minor (the relative minor of E 
major), but played from Cb to C#. Put another way, any 
minor pentatonic scale is the exact notes of the major 
pentatonic starting on the sixth of the major. Inversely, 
the third tone or degree of any minor pentatonic is the 
start of the relative major pentatonic.

The same scale does double duty for both major and 
minor because the pentatonic scale omits the fourth 
and seventh degrees of the major scale, and the minor 

See Expanding Sound Choices, page 14
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e X P A N D I N G  S O U N D  c H O I c e S from page 13

See Expanding Sound Choices, page 15

They’re both House. Played as Am, the scale no 
longer produces My Girl, of course. The two House 
forms side by side show the relationship between 
any major pentatonic scale and its relative minor 
pentatonic. The omitted notes in both scales are the B 
and the F. Those notes aren’t essential to create the 
minor “feel” of Am or the major “feel” of C major. The 
main difference between a major scale and a minor 
scale is in the third tone or degree. In any major scale, 
there are two whole tones between the first and third 
(between C and E in C major). There are then one and 
a half tones between the third and the fifth (between 
E and G in C major). It’s just the reverse in a minor 
scale—one and one half tones between the first and 
third (A and C in A minor) and two whole tones between 
the third and fifth (C and E in A minor). So by starting 
on different notes, any pentatonic scale preserves the 
essential first-to-third-to-fifth intervals of both the major 
and the minor. In C, the G note is essential as the fifth, 
and the G also fits Am as the dominant seventh. The D 
note fits both scales but isn’t essential to the “feel” of 
either.

pentatonic omits the second and sixth degrees of the 
minor scale. The five notes of any pentatonic scale are the 
ones common to the major and minor scales of any key, 
and the intervals are appropriate because the minor and 
major start on different notes.

We can visualize this by looking at the primary C 
major pentatonic and the primary Am pentatonic. 

MINOR PENTATONIC OF THE SAME NOTE 
IS SAME CAGED BOX THREE FRETS UP 
THE NECK

We saw that the major and minor pentatonic are 
the same for the major and its relative minor. Another 
useful trick is to remember that any major CAGED box 
is the minor CAGED box for the same note, with the 
minor box starting three frets higher. For example, in 
the key of E, we saw that Offset in the primary position 
is this:

Move up three frets, use the same Offset shape, 
and you have Em:
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This applies, of course, to all five CAGED shapes 
— repeat the same major pentatonic shape starting 
three frets higher and you have the minor pentatonic 
of the same note. It’s important to avoid a mistake I’ve 
made repeatedly — confusing moving up three frets to 
make a minor pentatonic of the same note (i.e., E to 
Em) using the same-shaped major box, versus making a 
relative minor in the very same box. As we’ll cover more 
extensively later, you typically use the minor scale to 
accompany major scale blues — Em scale for E blues--
and the three-frets-up device is useful for that. But the 
relative minor of E major, which is C#m, is in the same 
Offset box as E major Offset shown above, and C#m is 
also contained in all the E major pentatonic shapes.

Because of the dual function of any pentatonic 
scale, playing any note in any CAGED pentatonic shape 
satisfactorily accompanies any melody in the major or 
its relative minor key. Using C/Am forms, here are the 
five CAGED shapes covering the fretboard:

The notes are exactly the same, but where you 
put the tonic determines the major or minor feel of a 
progression of notes.

THE FULL-SCALE CAGED SHAPES

We’ve covered the major and minor full scale grids, 
but so far we haven’t looked at the full scale CAGED 
shapes. It’s better to learn the pentatonic shapes first, 
because the relatively fewer notes allow discernible 
shapes to show. When you diagram the full scales, 
it can look like the entire fretboard is covered with 
dots, and the shapes are less distinct. Moving from a 
thorough knowledge of the pentatonic shapes to the full 
major and minor scales isn’t difficult, however, because 
you’re just adding back in the two omitted notes — the 
fourth and seventh for the major, and the second and 
sixth for the minor. In any given key, it’s still just two 
notes and not four, because the notes are the same 
two. In C/Am, the pentatonic leaves out the B and the F. 
The B is the second of Am and the seventh of C major. 
The F is the sixth of Am and the fourth of C major. We’ll 
look at some diagrams of the full scale CAGED shapes:

The F notes on the first and sixth strings are shown 
to make more complete scales; they’re really a part of 
the Z shape. Within the confines of the major House 
box, we’ve added the fourth on the third fret of the 
fourth string and the major seventh on the fourth fret 
of the third string. In the Am House box, we’ve added 
the same two notes, but here they represent the b6 
and the second. Why are there not identical notes on 
the major and minor scales, since the two are relative 
major and minor? Because we’re using a hybrid 
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harmonic minor and not a natural minor, and the hybrid 
uses a flatted fifth and a major seventh that aren’t 
included in natural minor. So the full major scale covers 
eight notes from tonic note to tonic note, whereas the 
full minor hybrid scale covers ten note from tonic to 
tonic. Why am I using the hybrid? Because it gives us 
ten not eight notes, and because the extra two notes 
are so important in blues and in understanding the 
seven main chords of any key.

DYADS (DOUBLE STOPS)

Nothing has opened the fretboard for me as well as 
coming to understand and use dyads. I think of them as 
closely related to the scales we’ve covered, and working 
on one contributes to the understanding and use of the 
other.

Dyads, simply two-note intervals or harmonies, can 
be used to suggest a chord sound, and the same dyad 
can serve as a substitute for more than one chord 
depending on the context. A chord requires a minimum 
of three notes, with the basic elements being a root 
and two intervals. Extended chords involve four or more 
tones, as in a dominant seventh. Dyads can serve to 
represent triads and four-note chords, as we’ll see with 
four-note diminished chords, and they are especially 
useful combined with scale progressions and when you 
want a harmony rather than a single note. 

Getting familiar with dyads not only encourages 
but pretty much forces you to see chordal relations in 
every key. Dyads provide an excellent device for using 
more of the neck. A full chord form surrounds every 
dyad and also holds multiple dyads, since dyads can be 
first/third, third/fifth, fifth/seventh, and so on. Dyads 
can also be non-chordal, as for instance playing perfect 
fourths or fifths. There’s a wealth of tonal color in them.

Sure, you could play the full chords of the chord-
based dyads, but sometimes it’s a lot easier to hit 
a dyad while soloing or playing lead or making an 
introduction riff. Rather than thinking of them as cheap 
chord substitutes, I think of them as enhancements of 
single notes.

THE SEVEN BASIC CHORDS OF EVERY KEY

Dyads force us to think in terms of the seven basic 
chords of every key. Some of us routinely play three and 
four chord progressions like the I-IV-V or the I-vi-IV-V, 
and it’s easy to lose sight of the fact that every major 
key has three major chords, three minor chords, and 
a diminished chord. I can’t explain to myself why it took 
me decades to consider using the diminished routinely, 
since it’s a nice sound in conjunction with the other 
chords (though admittedly not so nice on its own). 

As a refresher, any major scale has seven notes, 
and each note has a chord form appropriate to it. The 
seven are I, ii, iii, IV, V, vi, VII diminished, with the large 
numerals being major chords and the small ones 
minors. Since the sixth tone (vi) is the relative minor, it’s 
useful to think of ii and iii as the IV and V of the minor 
chords in a key.

The use of dyads reinforces this sense of the 
chordal value of each note in the scale. A simple C 
major dyad form up the neck is this:

These are first/third dyads, starting with the C 
major dyad of C and E on the third and second frets. 
The next two blue dyads represent Dm and Em, the next 
two black dyads are F and G, then Am and Bdim in blue 
before returning to the tonic C at frets 15 and 14. Of 
course, this same dyad pattern works as the one for 
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natural Am, starting on the Am rather than the C (but 
not for our hybrid harmonic minor).

 While the pattern is shown here on strings four 
and five, exactly the same pattern works on strings one 
and two, strings three and four, and again on strings 
five and six (although it’s frequently pointed out that 
five/six string dyads are muddy and colorless). Because 
of the tuning difference, a different dyad pattern applies 
on strings two and three. 

Using exactly the same pattern on the same frets 
on strings three and four provides the seven chordal 
tones of F major. The same pattern on the same frets 
on strings five and six give you a G major dyad run. On 
strings one and two, it is a D major dyad run. Taking 
the diagram of C major above, if you move the pattern 
up one fret on strings four and five, you have a C#/D# 
dyad form. Two frets higher is another way to make a 
D major dyad pattern, and so on. So this single pattern 
gives you access to most of the 24 keys (12 major and 
12 minor).

On strings two and three, the first/third dyad 
pattern is this, serving for G major and Em:

Of course, starting the same pattern two frets 
higher gives you the A/F#minor dyads, two higher than 
that the B/G#minor ones, and so on. When you get too 
far up the neck to complete the seven dyads in any key, 
you resume near the nut in a lower register to finish.

Bear in mind that all we’ve covered are first/
third dyads, which are perhaps the most conventional 
sounding. If you use third/fifth dyads, you play the seven 
main chordal tones of a key all without a tonic note, 
which gives a pleasing harmony. Below are diagrams of 
an A major/F# minor dyad pattern in simple first/third 
form, and the same dyad form for the third/fifth dyads:

The third/fifth Ab diminished form is altered to give 
it the diminished sound.

Generally, the dyads on the highest five strings 
sound better and brighter than those that incorporate 
the sixth string. There are plenty of options without 
recourse to the sixth string. The two diagrams just 
above are usable for G, Ab, A, Bb, B, C, Db, D before you 
run out of neck, for example. Dyads are everywhere. 
While I could provide diagrams of a multitude of 
others, one of the underlying themes of this guide is 
that extrapolation from a concept makes for a better 
integration of learning than being bombarded with a 
hundred examples of the same concept. You can make 
fifth/seventh dyads, and you can do the non-chordal 
ones such as all fourths, all fifths, all sixths, all tenths, 
etc. Some of these are common in George Benson, 
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Hendrix, and many others, and they open a host of 
jazzier sounds to you. There are also triads that are 
dyads with two root notes — any combination works. 
An excellent source for further exploration is “The 
Progressive Guitarist Chord Embellishments” by Don 
Latarski. 

Let me end with a cheap trick. I’ll contribute five 
bucks to Bob’s Feeding Southwest VA program for 
every person who emails me at lhelms830@gmail.com 
verifying you read this far. Hehe. No cheating — don’t 
notify others to send me an email.

Next month, we’ll finish up with a look at the weirder 
chords we tend to use sparingly if at all, including the 
diminished, half-diminished, augmented, suspended, and 
ninth, and the way they work with the chordal tones of 
the harmonic minor. In the interim, I’d appreciate it if 

any of the theory savants would let me know anything 
I’ve gotten wrong so I can pass it on and correct 
mistakes.

It’s been way too long since former 
SVSA President Larry Sakayama 
– and the rest of us – have graced 
the hallowed stage at 3rd Street 
Coffeehouse in Roanoke VA. 
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SVSA Members’ Recordings

David Simpkins
Long Story Short — Offers 12 original 
Americana tunes blending rock, folk, blues, 
and country. 

Marc Baskind
marc with a “c”— Sampler CD of covers 
and original songs offers a taste of the varied 
styles of this accomplished guitarist/singer. 

eyes on the waterlong story shortmarc with a “c”

The Panini Brothers
eyeS on the water — Debut CD from a 
group comprised of SVSA members Larry 
Sakayama and Mike DeGiorgi as well as Chip 
Conway, Mark Earnhardt, and Scott Thomas. 
Jazzy, bluesey, eclectic, original tunes.

carved in song folk singular

Greg Trafidlo
a Different Story — An eclectic 
combination of originals and covers featuring 
old friends and new, competently and 
professionally recorded and performed. And, 
as always, straight from the heart. 

the crawLSPace taPeS — Greg’s most 
joyful CD is a compilation of all his funny and 
goofy stuff. Tom Paxton says, “Loosen up, 
sourpusses. Greg is on the loose again!”

carveD in Song— Most songs co-written 
with some of Greg’s favorite songwriters. 
Listen to audio clips at gregtrafidlo.com. 

foLk SinguLar— Greg’s third solo CD 
reflects the diversity of his songwriting 
and production skills. With SVSA-ers on 
background vocals, and Marc Baskind on 
guitar and vocals.

Mike Franke
what’S Done iS Done — A debut release of 
14 original folk and blues tunes about everyday 
life and interesting people featuring Mike’s 
fingerstyle and slide guitar.

what’s done is done

the crawlspace tapesa different story
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SVSA Members’ Recordings

Trifolkal 
SiLver — The trio celebrates 25 years 
together with a “fan favorite” collection of 
covers from the Beach Boys to Tom Paxton. 

winkin’ — This top-notch release from that 
“trio fiercely dedicated to fun” tempers the 
fun with poignancy and heart. 

winkin’ pacing the moon

Josh Jones
Pacing the moon — Thirteen of the 
strongest songs Josh has written. For lyrics, 
short audio clips and additional information, 
please visit www.jonesgroupmusic.com.

silver

dimestore detective

cup of contradictions

Mike Pearrell
cuP of contraDictionS — 13 original 
songs. Lots of SVSA musicians singing and 
playing.

DimeStore Detective — Mike’s first solo 
CD features 14 original songs. Produced by 
Greg Trafidlo; with a number of guest SVSA 
musicians. Available at Mike’s shows.

dog joggin’

Steve Clark
Dog Joggin’ — Eleven sweet and true 
amusing tunes comprise this quirky singer/
songwriter CD. Available at cdbaby.com.

The Entwined
Songwriter SeSSionS — The CD was 
released at Francis Ford Coppola’s Turtle Inn 
Resort in Belize in 2018. It’s a mix of 13 songs 
written by Dan Hildebrand ranging from real-
life ballads to feel-good ditties. Recorded at 
Blackwater Studios. Percussion and harmony 
by Adonna Lemon.

taLeS from the fire Pit — The most 
popular CD in Placenia, Belize for one week 
in 2018, the latest from the Entwined was 
recorded at Bad Monkey’s music studio, 
located at the couple’s home in VA, and 
features 10 original works.

songwriter sessions tales from the fire pit
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from the heart of a 
cowgirl

eastern western 
cowgirl

Aspen Black
taLeS from the roaD — 15 original poems 
with musical backup. Every poem has a tie to 
a road, although the road is never the subject. 
Either the road runs through it, shows up in 
a fleeting moment, or the whole story was 
inspired by, or witnessed “on the road.” 

eaStern weStern cowgirL — Eight 
original Contemporary Western songs. 
Available at CDBaby.com/aspenblack7.

from the heart of a cowgirL — 
Original spoken word poems adhering to the 
Western Music Association guidelines for the 
cowboy poetry genre. Available at CDBaby.

horSegirL Poet — Songs and poems about 
horses, cowboys, and rural life. Available at 
CDBaby.

Lovin’ the weSt — This is the latest CD 
released by Western Music Association singer/
songwriter – and SVSA member – Aspen Black. 
It features 10 original selections, seven of 
which are road-tested favorites.

horsegirl poet

lovin’ the west

tales from the road

gumbo stylemy life

Jimmie Landry
my Life — Jimmie sings stories about his 
friends, family, and life on the road. A jazzy-
blues New Orleans-style piano and vocals 
paint a picture of 60 years in music. 

gumBo — Hot and spicy down-home jazz, 
funk, and soul that goes down easy. Ten 
originals and three covers. 

StyLe — A blend of standards and one original 
in a variety of grooves like straight-ahead 
swing, samba, jazz, waltz, and funky second-
line blues.

“You have to wait for a song to 
come, to the point of obsession. But 
then you have to work for it, to 
the point of heartbreak. Because 

sometimes you do the work and you 
don’t get there.”

~ John Fogerty
(of Creedence Clearwater Revival)
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Bill Stanton 
eLectric BiLL — Ten original songs of Bill’s 
lyrics and melodies accompanied by former 
bandmates on electric instruments and vocal 
harmonies originally recorded in the 1980s. 

acouStic BiLL — Ten original songs with 
lyrics and melodies by Bill accompanied by 
former bandmates on acoustic instruments 
and vocal harmonies recorded from the early 
1970s through 2000. 

electric bill acoustic bill

SVSA Members’ Recordings

Jerry Gilmore 
SongS for veteranS & PatriotS — 
covers topics concerning Vietnam veterans, 
POW/MIA warriors, the United States flag, 
military holidays, and the Medal Of Honor. 
The original compositions are performed in 
country, bluegrass, and southern rock styles. 
Available from CDBaby.

songs for veterans & patriots

SVSA member Aspen Black augments her musical 
performances with a sartorial element that most of us 
would do well to consider. Aspen’s songs and poems 
often have a western United States theme and flavor 
... and her clothing reflects her deep connection with 
that area and its history. Not all of us connect that 
directly with a theme or a concept but we should all be 
aware that what we wear on stage sends a message in 
the same way our music does.

www.svsasongs.com
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About Classifieds:
SVSA Music News free classifieds may be submitted 
by paid members only. All classifieds must be music-
related. Members, e-mail your classifieds to svsa.
songwriters@gmail.com. 

About articles and other written 
contributions:
SVSA members write feature articles for the SVSA 
Music News throughout the year. Members can 
submit other articles and features at any time. Non-
members may also submit articles and other written 
contributions but their inclusion will be subject to time 
and space constraints. All articles may be edited for 
space considerations and will be edited, as time allows, 
for spelling and grammar. E-mail submissions to svsa.
songwriters@gmail.com.

About Announcements:
SVSA members may list music-related announcements 
in the SVSA Music News. E-mail them to svsa.
songwriters@gmail.com by the second Tuesday of 
the month. Announcements from members will be 
e-mailed to members as soon as they are received and, 
if still timely, published in an upcoming issue of the 
SVSA Music News. Announcements from non-members 
will be held for publication in an upcoming issue of the 
SVSA Music News.

About Members’  
Gig Listings:
SVSA members may submit their upcoming 
performance schedules for publication in the SVSA 
Music News. The submissions will be printed as 
submitted; the more information you provide, the 
more likely the response.

SVSA DISCLAIMER
The ideas and opinions contained 
in this newsletter are intended 
to be helpful to songwriters. The 
companies and organizations 
mentioned are believed to be 
legitimate; however, SVSA does not 
endorse any products or services and 
offers no guaranteed success based 
on the content.

We are always looking for articles 
about SVSA members and articles 
of interest to the songwriting 
community. Email articles and 
information to the Editor, David 
Simpkins, at amosflame@aol.com. 
SVSA is a non-profit organization.

2020 SVSA Board Members:
Mollye Otis – President
Ashley Lucas - Vice President
David McWilliams – Treasurer
David Simpkins – Secretary and 

Newsletter Editor
Mike Franke - At-Large Board Member 

and Webmaster
Bill Stanton - At-Large Board Member
Larry Helms - At-Large Board Member
Celie Holmes - At-Large Board Member

Southwest Virginia Songwriters Association
101 Church Ave SW
PO Box 2901
Roanoke VA 24011

www.svsasongs.com
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WHO WE ARE

The Southwest Virginia Songwriters Association 
(SVSA), founded in 1986, comprises approximately 40 
songwriters from diverse musical backgrounds who 
share the love of songwriting and interest in developing 
our craft. Our core mission is to meet monthly, listen 
to fellow writers’ songs and share feedback with one 
another in a supportive, encouraging and engaging 
process.

The SVSA also offers workshops, social events and 
performance opportunities for its members, along with 
a newsletter, web site and Facebook page that focus 
on members’ creative engagement and outreach to 
Roanoke and the region. 

If you are interested in becoming a part of this vibrant 
songwriting community, we invite you to audit two of 
our monthly meetings and then decide if you’d like to 
join the association. Once you’ve paid yearly dues, you 
can submit songs and contribute to the feedback ses-
sions, plus participate in all our activities.

The greatest joy we have as a group is seeing writers 
growing and reaching their potential because of the 
work we do together. If you would like be a part of this 
songwriting community, please contact us at info@
svsasongs.com 

A BIT ABOUT OUR ASSOCIATION

We have among us people who range from seasoned 
professional and semi-professional performers to those 
have never been in front of an audience. Some of our 
members have many albums to their credit, while some 
have never set foot in a studio or on a stage.  

Several members have sold songs to famous artists or 
have film and TV placements. Some play multiple in-
struments, and most play guitar or piano/keyboard but 
there are also non-instrumentalist lyricists in the mix. 
Some are singers, some non-singers, some with exten-
sive music education, many with credits in the school 
of life experience who play by ear. There are writers 
who focus more on melody and harmony, and others 
who focus more on lyrics. Some writers are skilled pro-
ducers/arrangers with a depth of technical know-how. 

Our membership includes people of all ages represent-
ing a broad range of musical influences including folk, 
Americana, blues, gospel, rock, jazz, zydeco, pop, con-
temporary, country, bluegrass, Celtic, and theatre/cab-

aret. With this mix of diverse styles, interests and skills, 
we share a rich knowledge base and learn through the 
exchange of expertise from multiple perspectives.

OUR METHOD

For the present, the SVSA meets on Zoom every fourth 
Wednesday of the month (with holiday exceptions). 
The virtual doors open at 7:00 p.m. for meet, greet 
and catch-up time. At 7:30, we may have business 
to discuss, then perhaps a brief period of activities 
such as writing exercises, mini-workshop presenta-
tions, videos or other creative activities. Songs are then 
presented for listening and feedback sessions. On any 
given night, we discuss the songs in a robust, healthy 
exchange of comments and ideas. The meeting ends 
when all the songs have been presented or we close at 
10:00 p.m. If you would like to audit our next meeting, 
e-mail us at info@svsasongs.com to get a link to our 
Zoom room.

We will resume in-person meetings at the Jefferson 
Center when it is possible to do so safely. 

Members submit mp3 recordings and lyric sheets 
ahead of meeting time and may receive written feed-
back from other members in addition to the verbal 
feedback at live or virtual sessions.

Members are coached to be honest, thoughtful, and 
supportive of one another and respectful of the work. 
Our experience has been that our songs invariably im-
prove after going through the feedback process. 

If you would like to hang out with this welcoming group 
of songwriters, we would love to meet you! You are 
invited to audit two monthly meetings and then, should 
you decide to join, pay yearly dues of $35. Once a 
member, you may submit songs for consideration in 
our feedback sessions and will be eligible to participate 
in events and benefits of membership. Contact us at 
info@svsasongs.com to be sent a Zoom link to our next 
meeting. 

THE SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA SONGWRITERS ASSOCIATION


